Introduction

Meteor Generated Infrasound
Well documented and constrained observations of meteor generated infrasound Silber and Brown, 2014) are an indispensable prerequisite for testing, validating and improving theoretical hypersonic shock propagation and prediction models pertaining to meteors (e.g. ReVelle, 1974) . However, due to the lack of a sufficiently large and statistically meaningful observational dataset, linking the theory to observations had been a challenging task, leaving this major area in planetary science underexplored.
Infrasound is low frequency sound extending from below the range of human hearing of 20 Hz down to the natural oscillation frequency of the atmosphere (the Brunt-Väisälä frequency). Due to its negligible attenuation when compared to audible sound, infrasound can propagate over extremely long distances (Sutherland and Bass, 2004) , making it an excellent tool for the detection and characterization of distant explosive sources in the atmosphere. Infrasound studies have gained momentum with the implementation of the global IMS network after the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) opened for signature in 1996. The IMS network includes 60 infrasound stations, 45 of which are presently certified and operational, designed with the goal of detecting a 1 kt (TNT equivalent; 1 kt = 4.185 x 10 18 J) explosion anywhere on the globe (Christie and Campus, 2010) .
Included among the large retinue of natural (e.g. volcanoes, earthquakes, aurora, lightning) (e.g. Bedard and Georges, 2000; Garces and Le Pichon, 2009 ) and anthropogenic (e.g. explosions, re-entry vehicles, supersonic aircraft) (Hedlin et al., 2002) sources of infrasound are meteors (ReVelle, 1976; Evers and Haak, 2001) . A number of meteoritic events have been detected and studied (e.g. Brown et al., 2008; Le Pichon et al., 2008; Arrowsmith et al., 2008) since the deployment of the IMS network.
Often, no other instrumental records for these bolides are available; hence infrasound serves as the sole means of determining the bolide location and energy. A notable example of such an observation is the daylight bolide/airburst over Indonesia, which occurred on 8 October, 2009 and produced estimated tens of kilotons in energy (Silber et al., 2011) .
Most recently, on 15 February, 2013, an exceptionally energetic bolide exploded over Chelyabinsk, Russia, causing significant damage on the ground as well as a number of injuries (Brown et al., 2013; Popova et al., 2013) . Such events attest to the need to better understand the nature of the shock wave produced by meteors.
The shocks produced by meteoroids may be detected as infrasound signals at the ground.
As meteoroids enter the Earth's atmosphere at hypersonic velocities (11.2 -72.8 km/s) (Ceplecha et al., 1998) , corresponding to Mach numbers from ~35 to 270 (Boyd, 1998) , they produce luminous phenomena known as a meteor through sputtering, ablation and in some cases fragmentation (Ceplecha et al., 1998) . Meteoroids can produce two distinct types of shock waves which differ principally in their acoustic radiation directionality.
Their hypersonic passage through the atmosphere may produce a ballistic shock, which radiates as a cylindrical line source. Episodes of gross fragmentation, where a sudden release of energy occurs at a nearly fixed point (ReVelle, 1974; Bronshten, 1983 ) may result in a quasi-spherical shock (e.g. Brown et al, 2007; ReVelle, 2010) .
Meteoroids can produce two distinct types of shock waves which differ principally in their acoustic radiation directionality. Their hypersonic passage through the atmosphere may produce a ballistic shock, which radiates as a cylindrical line source. Episodes of gross fragmentation, where a sudden release of energy occurs at a fixed point (ReVelle, 1974; Bronshten, 1983 ) may result in a quasi-spherical shock (e.g. Brown et al, 2007; ReVelle, 2010) .
Although infrasound does not suffer from significant attenuation over long distances, it is susceptible to dynamic changes that occur in the atmosphere. Nonlinear influences, atmospheric turbulence, gravity waves and winds, all have the potential to affect the infrasonic signal as it propagates between the source and the receiver (Ostashev, 2002; Kulichkov, 2004; Mutschlecner and Whittaker, 2010) . Consequently, distant explosive sources, such as bolides, are generally difficult to fully model or uniquely separate from other impulsive sources based on infrasound records alone.
The first complete quantitative model of meteor infrasound was developed by ReVelle (1974) . In this model predictions are made, starting with a set of source parameters, for the maximum infrasound signal amplitude and dominant period at the receiver. Due to a lack of observational data, ReVelle's (1974) cylindrical blast wave theory for meteors has never been experimentally and observationally validated. In particular, regional (<300 km) meteor infrasound signals have been studied infrequently in favor of larger bolide events, despite the fact that regional meteor infrasound is likely to reveal more characteristics of the source shock, having been substantially less modified during the comparatively short propagation distances involved (Silber and Brown, 2014) .
A central goal of meteor infrasound measurements is to estimate the size of the relaxation or blast radius (R 0 ), as this is equivalent to an instantaneous estimate of energy deposition, which is the key to defining the energetics in meteoroid ablation. Indeed, all meteor measurements ultimately try to relate observational information back to energetics either through light, ionization or shock (infrasound) production. In order to better define meteoroid shock production, evaluate energy deposition mechanisms and estimate meteoroid mass and energy, it is helpful to first investigate near field meteor infrasound (ranges < 300 km) for well documented and characterized meteors, because this offers the most plausible route in validating the cylindrical blast wave model of meteor infrasound.
Near field infrasonic signals are generally direct arrivals and suffer less from propagation effects.
In this work, we attempt to validate the existing ReVelle (1974) meteor infrasound theory, using a survey of centimeter-sized and larger meteoroids recorded by a multiinstrument meteor network (Silber and Brown, 2014) . This network, designed to optically detect meteors which are then used as a cue to search for associated infrasonic signals, utilizes multiple stations containing all sky video cameras for meteor detection and an infrasound array located near the geographical centre of the optical network.
A Brief Review of ReVelle (1974) Meteor Weak Shock Theory
In the early 1950s, Whitham (1952) developed the F-function approach to sonic boom theory, a novel method of treating the flow pattern of shock signatures generated by supersonic projectiles, now widely used in supersonics and classical sonic boom theory (e.g. Maglieri and Plotkin, 1991) . It was soon realized that although the F-function offers an excellent correlation between experiment and theory for low Mach numbers (< ~3), it
is not an optimal tool in the hypersonic regime (e.g. Carlson and Maglieri, 1972; Plotkin, 1989) . Recently, the Whitham F-function theory has been applied to meteor infrasound (Haynes and Millet, 2013) , but it has not yet received a detailed observational validation.
We note, however, that this approach offers another theoretical pathway to predicting and interpreting meteor infrasound, though we do not explore it further in this study.
Drawing on the early works of Lin (1954) , Sakurai (1964 ), Few (1969 , Jones et al. (1968 ), Plooster (1968 and Tsikulin (1970 ), ReVelle (1974 1976) developed an analytic blast wave model of the nonlinear disturbance initiated by an explosive line source as an analog for a meteor shock.
In cylindrical line shock theory, the magnitude of the characteristic blast wave relaxation radius (R 0 ) is defined as the region of a strongly nonlinear shock.
Here, E 0 is the energy deposited by the meteoroid per unit trail length and p 0 is the ambient hydrostatic atmospheric pressure. Physically this is the distance from the line source at which the overpressure approaches the ambient atmospheric pressure. For a single body ablating in the atmosphere, ignoring fragmentation, the blast radius can be directly related to the drag force and ultimately expressed as a function of Mach number (M) and meteoroid diameter (d m ) (ReVelle, 1974) :
While the original ReVelle (1974) model assumes propagation through an isothermal atmosphere, here we use an updated version incorporating a non-isothermal atmosphere.
As shown in an earlier study , the isothermal approximation leads
to unrealistic values of signal overpressure. The following summary of ReVelle's (1974) meteor infrasound theory is similar to that presented in Edwards (2010) , though with some corrections and emphasis on the approximations used by ReVelle (1974) and aspects of the treatment most applicable to our study. The ReVelle (1974) approach begins with a set of input parameters characterizing the entry conditions of the meteoroid, and from these initial conditions predicts the infrasonic signal overpressure (amplitude) and period at the ground. As part of this analysis, the blast radius and the height (distortion distance) at which the shock transitions from the weakly nonlinear regime to the linear regime is also determined. The model inputs are:
(i) station (observer) location (latitude, longitude and elevation);
(ii) meteoroid parameters (mass, density, velocity, and entry angle as measured from the horizontal);
(iii) infrasonic ray parameters at the source which reach the station based on raytracing results (angular deviation from the meteoroid plane of entry and shock source location along the trajectory in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude).
In the ReVelle (1974) meteor cylindrical blast wave theory the following assumptions are made:
i. The energy release must be instantaneous.
ii. The cylindrical line source is valid only if v >> c s (the Mach angle has to be very small many meteoroid diameters behind the body) and v = constant (Tsikulin, 1970) . Therefore, it follows that if there is significant deceleration (v < 0.95v entry ) and strong ablation, the above criteria are not met and the theory is invalid.
iii. The line source is considered to be in the free field, independent of any reflections due to finite boundaries, such as topographical features (ReVelle, 1974) .
iv. Ballistic entry (no lifting forces present -only drag terms)
v.
The meteoroid is a spherically shaped single body and there is no fragmentation vi. The trajectory is a straight line (i.e. gravitational effects are negligible). The nonlinear blast wave theory does not include the gravity term.
The coordinate system to describe the motion and trajectory of the meteoroid, as originally developed by ReVelle (1974; 1976) , is described in Chapter 2. In this model, only those rays which propagate downward and are direct arrivals are considered (i.e. direct source-observer path). The predicted signal period, amplitude and overpressure ratio as a function of altitude are shown in Figure 6 .1.
Note that due to severe nonlinear processes, the solutions to the shock equations are not valid for x≤0.05, where x is the distance in units of blast radii (e.g. R/R 0 ). Once the wave reaches a state of weak nonlinearity (i.e. the shock front pressure (p s ) ~ ambient pressure (p 0 )), the shock velocity approaches the local adiabatic speed of sound (c). When ∆p/p 0 ≤1
(at x≥1), weak shock propagation takes place and geometric acoustics becomes valid (Jones et al., 1968; ReVelle, 1974) . It is also assumed that at beginning, near the source (x<1), the wave energy is conserved except for spreading losses (Sakurai, 1964) . Figure 6 .1: The change in signal (a) amplitude, (b) period and (c) overpressure ratio (dp/p 0 ) as a function of height from source to receiver in a fully realistic atmosphere (with winds and true temperature variations with height) according to the ReVelle (1974) theory. In this case the meteor blast radius (R 0 ) = 5 m, entry angle = 43°, speed = 29 km/s and source height = 88.7 km.
Drawing upon theoretical and observational work on shock waves from lightning discharges (Jones et al., 1968) Here, γ is the specific heat ratio (γ=C p /C v =1.4) and ∆p/p 0 is the overpressure. In the limit as x → 0, where ∆p/p 0 > 10, attenuation is quite rapid (x -2 ), transitioning to x -3/4 as x → ∞, where ∆p/p 0 < 0.04 (or M = 1.017) (Jones et al., 1968) . Taking advantage of equations (3a) and (3b), and using results obtained from experiments (Jones et al., 1968; Tsikulin, 1970) , the overpressure (for x ≥ 0.05) can be expressed as: (6.4a)
The limit within which this expression is applicable is 0.04 ≤ ∆p/p 0 ≤ 10 (Jones et al., 1968) . The above expression can also be written as:
After the shock wave has travelled a distance of approximately 10R 0 , where it is assumed that strong nonlinear effects are no longer important, its fundamental period (τ 0 ) can be related to the initial blast radius via: τ 0 = 2.81R 0 /c, where c is the local ambient thermodynamic speed of sound. The factor 2.81 at x = 10 was determined experimentally (Few, 1969) and found to compare favorably to numerical solutions (Plooster, 1968) . The frequency of the wave at maximum is referred to as the 'dominant' frequency (ReVelle, 1974) . For a sufficiently large R, and assuming weakly nonlinear propagation, the line source wave period (τ) for x ≥ 10 is predicted to increase with range as:
Far from the source, the shape of the wave at any point will mainly depend on the two competing processes acting on the propagating wave: dispersion, which reduces the overpressure and 'stretches' the period; and steepening, which is the cumulative effect of small disturbances, tending to increase the overpressure amplitude (ReVelle, 1974) . In
ReVelle's (1974) model, however, it is assumed that the approximate wave shape is known at any point. After a short distance beyond x = 10, the waveform is assumed to remain an N-wave (DuMond et al., 1946 ) type-shape (ReVelle, 1974 .
For the analytic implementation of ReVelle's theory, it is necessary to choose some transition distance from the source where we consider the shock as having moved from weakly nonlinear propagation to fully linear. The precise distance at which the transition between the weak shock and linear regime occurs is poorly defined. Physically, it occurs smoothly, as no finite amplitude wave propagating in the atmosphere is truly linear; this is always an approximation with different amplitudes along the shock travelling with slightly different speeds. This distance was originally introduced by Cotten et al. (1971) in the context of examining acoustic signals from Apollo rockets at orbital altitudes.
Termed by Cotten et al. (1971) the "distortion distance", it is based upon Towne's (1967) definition of the distance (d') required for a sinusoidal waveform to distort by 10%.
ReVelle (1974) adopted this distance, together with the definition of Morse and Ingard (1968) The second expression relates to the overpressure amplitude. In the weak shock regime the predicted maximum signal amplitude is given by:
where f(x) is the expression given in equation (4b), N* and Z* are the correction factors as described in Chapter 2 and D ws is the weak shock damping coefficient.
Once the wave transitions into a linear wave, the maximum signal amplitude is given by:
where Δp z→t is identical to the expression given in equation (6a) and D l is the linear damping coefficient. The subscripts z, t and obs in equations (6a) and (6b) denote the source altitude, transition altitude and the receiver's altitude, respectively, following the notation in ReVelle (1974) .
The ReVelle (1974) model as just described has been coded in MATLAB ® to allow comparison between the predicted amplitudes and periods of meteor infrasound at the ground with the observations, the focus of this paper. In our first paper in the series (Silber and Brown, 2014 in review), we used optical measurements to positively identify infrasound from specific meteors and constrain the point (and its uncertainty) along the meteor trail where the observed infrasound signal emanated. That work also examined the influence of atmospheric variability on near-field meteor infrasound propagation and established the type of meteor shock production at the source (spherical vs. cylindrical).
We also developed a meteor infrasound taxonomy using the pressure-time waveforms of all the identified meteor events as a starting point to gain insight into the dominant processes which modify the meteor infrasound signal as observed at the ground.
Here, we use the dataset constructed in the first part of our study and select the best constrained (ie. those for which we have accurate infrasound source heights) meteor events to address the following:
i. for meteors detected optically and with infrasound, use the ReVelle (1974) weak shock theory to provide a bottom-up estimate of the blast radius (i.e. from observed amplitude and period at the ground can we self-consistently estimate the blast radius at the source);
ii. test the influence of atmospheric variability, winds, Doppler shift and initial shock amplitude on the weak shock solutions within the context of ReVelle (1974) meteor infrasound theory;
iii. determine an independent estimate of meteoroid mass/energy from infrasonic signals alone and compare to photometric mass/energy measurements;
iv. critically evaluate and compare ReVelle's (1974) weak shock theory with observations, establishing which parameters/approximations in the theory are valid and which may require modification.
Methodology and Results
Weak Shock: Model Updates and Sensitivities
The ReVelle (1974) weak shock model algorithm was implemented in MATLAB ® and updated to include full wind dependency, as well as Doppler shift for period (Morse and Ingard, 1968) as a function of altitude. The influence of the winds is reflected in the effective speed of sound (c eff ), which is given by the sum of the adiabatic sound speed (c) and the dot product between the ray normal (̂) and the wind vector (⃑ ):
The signal amplitude is affected by winds such that the amplitude will intensify for downwind propagation and diminish in upwind propagation (Mutschlecner and Whittaker, 2010) . In the linear regime, the signal period (equation 6.5), does not suffer any decay with distance, but the winds do induce a Doppler shift. Following Morse and Ingard (1968) , the Doppler shift due to the wind is given by:
where Ω is the intrinsic angular frequency (frequency in the reference frame of the moving wind with respect to the ground), ω is the angular frequency in the fixed earth frame of reference and ⃑ is the wave number. Since the contribution of winds in the vertical direction is generally 2-4 orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal wind contribution (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Andrews, 2010) , it is neglected.
Another addition to the weak shock model was the inclusion of updated absorption coefficients (Sutherland and Bass, 2004) , applicable in the linear propagation regime.
In the first part of our study (Silber and Brown, 2014) we described the influence on the raytracing results of small scale perturbations in the wind profile due to gravity waves on raytracing results. While the effects were small, they were significant enough to produce propagation paths which were non-existent using the average atmosphere from the source to the receiver. Here we have used the same 'perturbed' atmospheric profiles to test the influence of gravity-wave-induced perturbations on the predicted signal amplitude and period as calculated using the weak shock model. We selected five events which span the global range of our final data (i.e. meteors with different entry velocity, blast radius, and shock heights), and ran the weak shock code using 500 'perturbed' atmospheric profiles.
For each event and each realization we computed the magnitude of the modelled infrasonic signal period and amplitude while simultaneously testing the effect of different absorption coefficients in the linear regime using the set given by ReVelle (1974) and that of Sutherland and Bass (2004) .
The overall effect of both winds and Doppler shift on the weak shock model was found to be relatively small, resulting in R 0 differences of no more than 13% for the period (average 4%) and as high as 9% for the amplitude (average 3%). The perturbations to the atmospheric winds expected from gravity-waves were found to have even smaller effects on estimates of R 0 , typically of 10% or less.
In addition, the predicted ground-level period and amplitude outputs of the weak shock model were tested using a synthetically generated meteor ( Figure 6 .2). 
Weak Shock: Bottom-up Modelling
The first approach we adopt to testing the ReVelle (1974) theory is a bottom-up methodology. This provides an indirect method of estimating the blast radius at the meteor using infrasound and optical astrometric measurements of the meteor only (i.e.
without prior independent knowledge of the meteoroid mass and density). Given the input parameters, all of which are known except the blast radius, the goal is to answer the following question: what is the magnitude of the blast radius required to produce the observed signal amplitude and period at the station if we assume (i) the signal remained a weak shock all the way to the ground and (ii) if it transitioned to the linear regime?
Additionally, we want to define the blast radius uncertainty given the errors in signal measurements.
Drawing upon the results obtained in Silber and Brown (2014) , the 24 well constrained optical meteors which were also consistent with cylindrical line sources (as determined through optical measurements and raytracing) were used to observationally test the weak shock model. The orbital parameters and meteor shower associations for our data set are listed in Table 6 .1. Out of these 24 events, 18 produced a single infrasonic arrival, while six events produced two distinct infrasonic arrivals at the station. The meteor shock source altitude in our data set ranges from 53 km to 103 km, the observed signal amplitude (A obs ) is from 0.01 Pa to 0.50 Pa, while the observed dominant signal period (τ obs ) is between 0.1 s and 2.2 s. Typical values of overpressure from meteors in this study are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than those associated with the signals from Apollo rockets as reported by Cotten et al. (1971) , the last comparable study to this one.
For the model to be self-consistent a single blast radius should result from the period and amplitude measurements. In practice, we find estimates of blast radii for period and amplitude independently in both linear and weak shock regimes such that the measured signal amplitude or period is matched within its measurement uncertainty. Therefore, for each amplitude/period measurement there are two pairs of theoretical quantities produced from ReVelle's (1974) theory: the predicted signal amplitude (A ws ) and period (τ ws ) in the weak shock regime, and the signal amplitude (A l ) and period (τ l ) in the linear regime. The iterations began with a seed-value of the initial R 0 , and then based on the computed results the process is repeated with a new (higher or lower) value of R 0 and the results again compared to measurements until convergence is reached. The result of this bottomup procedure is a global estimate of the blast radius matching the observed amplitude or period assuming either weak-shock or linear propagation (A ws , τ ws , A l , τ l ). In the second phase of this bottom-up approach, this global modelled initial blast radius was used as an input to iteratively determine the minimum and maximum value of the model R 0 required to match the observed signal (period or amplitude) within the full range of measurement uncertainty. Table 6 .1: A summary of orbital parameters for all events in our data set. The columns are as follows: (1) event date, (2) Tisserand parameter, a measure of the orbital motion of a body with respect to Jupiter (Levison, 1996) , (3) semi-major axis (AU), (4) eccentricity, (5) inclination (°), (6) argument of perihelion (ω) (°), (7) longitude of ascending node (°), (8) geocentric velocity (km/s), (9) heliocentric velocity (km/s), (10) α -right ascension of geocentric radiant (°), (11) δ -declination of geocentric radiant (°), (12) perihelion (AU), (13) aphelion (AU), (14) The summary of the bottom-up blast radius modelling results are presented in Figure 6 .3.
There is a significant discrepancy between the period-based blast radii and amplitudebased blast radii in both the linear and weak shock regimes. The average blast radius from amplitude determinations in the linear regime is approximately 30 times smaller than that in the weak shock regime, indicating that the transition to linearity approach employed in the ReVelle (1974) weak shock model perhaps significantly underestimates the blast radius. In the weak shock regime, where we assume the signal can be treated as a weak shock all the way to the ground, we find that the amplitude-estimated R 0 in most cases is larger than that estimated from the period, but the difference is much smaller than the linear case, being no more than a factor of 15 between the amplitude and period.
Almost half of the events show agreement within uncertainty. Figure 6 .3: The behaviour of R 0 in (a) linear and (b) weak shock regimes in the bottomup modelling approach. In the linear regime, the amplitude blast radius appears underestimated relative to the R 0 estimated from the period, while in the weak shock regime, the behaviour is reversed. In all plots, the blue line represents the 1:1 correspondence, while the red line is the best fit.
Weak Shock: Top-Down Modelling
Photometric Measurements
The fundamental equations of motion (Bronshten, 1983; Ceplecha et al., 1998) (6.10)
Here, Γ is a drag coefficient, is the heat of ablation of the meteoroid material (or energy required to ablate a unit mass of the meteoroid), Λ is the heat transfer coefficient, which is a measure of efficiency of the collision process in converting kinetic energy into heat (McKinley, 1961) , ρ a is density of the air, and A is the dimensionless shape factor (A sphere = 1.209).
The all-sky meteor camera system used for this survey and details of the astrometric reductions and measurements methodology are presented in Silber and Brown (2014) .
Here we briefly describe the photometric analysis.
A series of laboratory experiments were performed to determine the camera response in an effort to model the effects of camera saturation (which affect many of our events). In the field, measurements were performed to model the lens roll-off (the apparent drop in sensitivity of the camera as the edges of the all-sky field are reached). The lens roll-off correction becomes significant for meteors as a >0.8 astronomical magnitude attenuation results for elevations below ~15 degrees. Other standard photometric corrections were applied including extinction correction (e.g. Vargas et al., 2001; Burke et al., 2010) and apparent instrumental magnitude converted to an absolute magnitude by referencing all meteors to a standard range of 100 km (McKinley, 1961) .
Bright meteors (magnitude > -4) are typically saturated on the 8-bit cameras. In our laboratory setup, an artificial star of variable brightness was created using a fixed light source and a turning wheel with a neutral density filter of varying density following the procedure used by Swift et al. (2004) . Standard photometric procedures (Hawkes, 2002) were used to determine the apparent instrumental magnitude of the artificial star and a power law fit between the observed and known brightness of the artificial star was then computed to find a correction for the saturation which we applied to meteors to deduce their true apparent magnitude.
The instrumental magnitude of any given star (or meteor) varies as a function of distance from the optical center (or zenith distance if the camera is vertically directed) of the camera lens. For our cameras a star appears about 2.5 stellar magnitudes dimmer near the horizon than at the zenith due to the natural vignetting in the optical system. The in-field experiment was performed on a clear night by setting up the camera on a turntable attached to a fixed frame and taking a series of video frames starting from the horizon and sweeping through an angle of 180° through the zenith. Several bright stars then had their instrumental magnitudes computed as a function of distance from the optical axis to compute the lens roll-off which was found to functionally behave as cos 4 θ. Applying all these corrections we then followed standard photometric routines (Hawkes, 2002) , to compute the light curves for each meteor in our instrumental passband. Our cameras use hole accumulation diode CCD chips (Weryk and Brown, 2013) . The CCDs have both a wide passband and high QE making them extremely sensitive in low-light conditions.
Our limiting meteor sensitivity is approximately M HAD = -2 corresponding to meteoroids of ~5 g or roughly 1cm in diameter at 30 km/s.
There are two approaches which can be used to determine the mass of a meteoroid given optical data. First, we may appeal to empirical estimates of the magnitude-mass-speed determined from earlier photographic surveys (e.g. Jacchia et al. (1967) ) which yields:
M HAD = 55.34 -8.75 log v -2.25 log m -1.5 log cos Z R (6.11)
where M HAD is the absolute magnitude in the HAD bandpass, m is the mass of the meteoroid in grams, Z R is the zenith angle of the radiant and where the meteoroid velocity (v) is expressed in cgs units. The original relation was computed in the photographic bandpass. We estimated the color correction term between our instrumental system and the photographic system, (M HAD = M Ph +1.2) by assuming each meteor radiates as a 4500K blackbody and computing the energy falling into our HAD bandpass as compared to the photographic bandpass following the synthetic photometry procedure described in Weryk and Brown (2013) .
A second approach to estimate photometric mass is to directly integrate the light emission (I) of the meteoroid throughout the time of its visibility:
where τ I is the luminous efficiency defined as the fraction of the meteoroid's kinetic energy produced converted into radiation (Ceplecha et al., 1998) . More about this approach can be found in Ceplecha et al. (1998) and Weryk and Brown (2013) .
The magnitude of the blast radius at any point along the meteor trail can be thought of as a 'snapshot' of the energy per unit path length deposited into the atmosphere by a meteoroid. This may also be equated to the meteoroid mass times the Mach number at that point assuming single body ablation (ReVelle, 1976) .
While the single body approach is much more simple if the source region along the trail where the shock observed at the microphone location on the Earth's surface is produced close to the end of the meteor trail the total initial photometric mass poorly represents the actual energy/mass at the source location. If the initial mass is used to test the weak shock model, it produces erroneous results as the actual mass (and energy deposited per unit path length) would be much smaller as the initial meteoroid mass is much larger than the remnant mass near the end of the trail.
The Fragmentation (FM) Model
A third approach to estimating mass using optical data is to apply an entry model code to fit the observed brightness and length vs. time measured for the meteor. Here we use the fragmentation (FM) model of meteoroid motion, mass loss and radiation in the atmosphere (Ceplecha and ReVelle, 2005) to fit the observed brightness and length vs.
time measured for the infrasound-producing meteor. As fragmentation is explicitly accounted for, the FM model should provide a more realistic estimate of energy deposition along the trail, and thus R 0 .
The first step in constructing an entry model solution was to begin with the approximate (starting) values for intrinsic shape density coefficient (K) and intrinsic ablation coefficient (σ), which are defined by the following expressions (Ceplecha and ReVelle, 2005 ):
(6.14)
The intrinsic shape density coefficient (K) and intrinsic ablation coefficient (σ) are then modified together with the initial mass in a forward modeling process. We do this statistically by first classifying each of our meteors according to the fireball types defined As our average meteoroid mass is intermediate between fireball and small camera data, we a priori expect our distribution of fireball types (I-III) to be intermediate between these two classes, if our mass scale is reasonable. As shown in Table 6 .2, within the limitations of our small number statistics, our distribution is broadly consistent with being intermediate between the percentage distribution of these two categories given by Ceplecha et al. (1998) indicating our choice of color term is physically reasonable. Table 6 .2: The range of PE parameter and the associated meteoroid group presumed type, type of the material and representative density as given by Ceplecha et al. (1998) . The percentage of observed meteoroids in each group according to mass category typical of fireball networks (mass range 0.1 -2000 kg) and small cameras (mass range 10 -4 kg to 0.5 kg) as published in (Ceplecha et al., 1998 ) and the percentages found in this study (masses 10 -4 kg to 1.0 kg). The range of values for σ and K found in our study within the framework of the FM model are given in the last two columns. Table 6 .3.
PE range
Depending on the shape of the light curve (e.g. obvious flares or a smooth light curve), the model is used to implement either a single body approach or discrete fragmentation points. Using the results for 15 bolides obtained by Ceplecha and ReVelle (2005) as a starting reference point, the following parameters were forward modeled until a best fit to the observed light curve as well as magnitude as a function of height and path length were found: K, σ, integration altitude, the initial mass, the mass loss at each fragmentation point (if applicable), duration of the flare, interval from the start of the flare until the flare maximum and part of mass fragmented as large fragments. From the model we have the following to match to the meteor: time, path length, altitude, velocity, dv/dt, mass, dm/dt, meteor luminosity, meteor magnitude, σ, K, luminous efficiency and zenith distance of the radiant. The summary of photometric and dynamic masses, as well as meteoroid types, is given in Table 6 .3. While the FM model performs very well in matching the observed light curves, it should be noted that the final solution is
representative, but not necessarily unique. For example, if the shape coefficient is increased, then similar output results are found by reducing the initial mass. These differences in initial parameters and their variation at fragmentation points may result in an uncertainty of up to factor of several in the initial mass and therefore affect the mass loss in a similar fashion as a function of altitude. The ranges of the σ and K values used for modelling are given in Table 6 .3.
In the general case, the energy lost by the meteoroid per unit path length is:
To determine the blast radius using the dynamics from the FM model, we applied equation (6.16), also accounting for mass loss during fragmentation episodes, or singlebody mass at the height corresponding to the shock height. Table 6 .3: A summary of the photometric mass measurements using observed light curves from meteor video records. The columns are as follows (column numbers are in the first row): (1) meteor event date, (2) meteor velocity (km/s) at the onset of ablation, (3) begin height (km), (4) end height (km), (5) instrument corrected peak magnitude (M HAD ) from the observed light curve, (6-7) minimum and maximum values of shape coefficient (K) (in c.g.s. units), and (8-9) minimum and maximum values of ablation coefficient (σ) (s 2 /km 2 ) used in the FM model fitting, (10) estimated meteor mass (g) from equation (6.30), (11) estimated meteor mass (g) using integrated light curve, (12) initial (entry) meteor mass (g) from the FM model, (13) PE coefficient and (14) meteoroid group type.
Top-Down Weak Shock Modelling
To perform the top-down weak shock modelling, we start at the "top" by using the FM model estimates for R 0 in conjunction with the other optically measured parameters for each meteor and calculate the predicted signal period and amplitude at the ground, assuming both weak shock and linear propagation. This provides an independent 
Infrasonic Mass
From the optical measurements of the meteor and appealing to the fireball classification work of Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976) it is possible to correlate the fireball type with its likely physical properties (i.e. density) (Ceplecha et al., 1998) (Table 6 .2) and thus compute an infrasonic mass through m = πρd m 3 /6, assuming a spherical shape and single body ablation (i.e. no fragmentation) from the bottom-up modelling. Using equation (6.2) and the relationship between the meteoroid density and diameter, infrasonic mass (m infra ) is then given by:
Considering that the bottom-up modelling yields four values of blast radii as described in section 6.2.2, there are four resultant infrasonic masses. These are compared to photometric masses derived through the FM model (Figure 6 .7). The infrasonic masses derived from the period-based R 0 are in better agreement with the photometric masses than are the infrasonic masses derived from the amplitude-based R 0 in either regime.
Drawing upon equation (6.1), meteoroid energy can be derived from R 0 (bottom-up and top-down) without needing to make any assumption about single body (Figure 6 .8). 
Discussion
The linear amplitude-derived R 0 was on average 12% larger when the Sutherland and Bass (2004) However, even in this case, the difference is still within the uncertainty bounds in R 0 fits.
ReVelle (1974) suggested that the lower threshold for the blast radius of meteors generating infrasound, which should be detectable at the ground, should be in the range of ~5 m. Having well constrained observational data, we derive the blast radii between 1.1 m and 51 m from our best fit bottom-up weak shock modelling and 0.4 -41 m from the top-down FM model. A smaller blast radius is typically associated with lower source altitudes (< 80 km). This suggests that the original ReVelle (1974) estimate may well be too high by a factor of almost ten.
The dominant signal period is more robust than signal amplitude when estimating meteoroid energy deposition, as it is less susceptible to adverse propagation effects in the atmosphere (ReVelle, 1974; Edwards et al., 2008; Ens et al., 2012) . The dominant signal period is proportional to the blast radius, and therefore energy deposition by a meteoroid (mass and velocity) and the shock altitude. We remark that the signal period undergoes very small overall changes during propagation as it changes slowly in the weak shock regime (e.g. equation (6.5), Figure 6 .1) and remains constant once it transitions to the linear regime. Therefore, the weak shock period is closer to the fundamental period at the source and expected to be a more robust indicator of the initial blast radius and hence energy of the event.
In contrast, the signal amplitude is generally more susceptible to a myriad of changes during propagation. The effects of non-linearity and wave steepening, as well as the assumed transition point from weak shock to a linear regime of propagation, are poorly constrained for meteors. Indeed, accurately predicting signal amplitudes for high altitude infrasonic sources (e.g. meteors), especially in the linear regime has been recognized as a long standing problem (e.g. ReVelle, 1974; 1976; Edwards et al., 2008) . Edwards et al. (2008) noted the significant differences in predicted amplitude for simultaneously observed optical-infrasound meteors, especially that in the linear regime, and determined that meteor infrasound reaches the ground predominately as a weak shock. While a similar empirical deduction can be made from Figure 6 .3 in our study, this does not physically explain the discrepancy.
As shown earlier through top-down modeling, we expect the period-estimated blast radius in either regime to be relatively close to true values, as the observed period is much less modified during propagation compared to the amplitude. With this in mind, it becomes evident that the transition altitude is a major controlling factor in the linear amplitude predictions. We observe that the consistently smaller amplitude-based blast radius in the linear regime originates from the fact that depending on the transition altitude, the amplitude grows in the linear regime as a result of the change in ambient pressure. This leads to two questions: (i) is it possible to find the distortion distance and therefore a transition height which would predict both the period and amplitude such that the observed quantities are matched? (ii) given enough adjustment in the distortion distance, would any wave eventually transition to the linear regime?
We investigated the effect of the transition altitude by varying the distortion distance. The distortion distance was originally defined as the distance a wave would have to travel before distorting by 10% (Towne, 1967) . The original definition of the distortion distance (Towne, 1967) is:
where λ is the wavelength, S m is the overdensity ratio (∆ρ/ρ 0 ), c is the adiabatic speed of sound and Δp/p is the overpressure. The distortion distance is a constant number of wavelengths for waves of different frequency (Towne, 1967 ). There are two major assumptions in equation (6.18): (i) the wave is initially sinusoidal, (ii) S m is small but not
negligible. An intense sound wave (S m = 10 -4 ) would therefore distort by 10% within 200
wavelengths (Towne, 1967; Cotten et al., 1971) .
By varying the constant in the denominator in the right hand side of equation (6.18) to reflect an 'adjustable' distortion distance factor and by using the weak shock perioddetermined R 0 value as an input, a series of bottom-up modelling runs were performed.
These were aimed at finding simultaneously both the predicted linear regime amplitude and the period which would match the observed quantities within their measurement uncertainty (Figure 6 .9). Physically, this corresponds to adopting a series of different distortion distance definitions (rather than using the original distance with 10% distortion remaining assumption) with the goal of matching the signal properties and deriving the new set of bottom-up R 0 . Henceforth, these new blast radii are referred to as the best fit R 0 . The outcome of this investigation was:
 It was possible to find the converging amplitude-period solution in the linear regime for the majority of arrivals (22/24). Three fits are as much as 20% beyond the measurement uncertainty bounds for amplitude, while all others are within the measurement uncertainty bounds for both period and amplitude.
 When varying the constant in equation (6.18), the resultant distortion distance percentage is well below 6%. The distribution is shown in Figure 6 .9(d).
Moreover, it is not possible to define a set percentage that would be applicable to all events. Some of these values may in fact not be realistic or feasible -we are assuming that the entire cause of the difference in the linear amplitude vs. period is due to the definition of the distortion distance, an assumption probably not fully correct.
 Smaller distortion distance leads to lower transition altitudes (Table 6.  Regardless of the extent of adjustment to the distortion distance, within the context of the ReVelle (1974) model, self-consistent amplitudes and periods are not possible unless some weak shock waves are assumed to never transition to linear waves. -i.e. even using a 0% distortion in our data set, two arrivals had no transition at all. However, these two arrivals also had a poor fit overall for any distortion distance.
 The lower transition altitude also implies that the difference between the classical and Sutherland and Bass (2004) absorption coefficients is negligible in the frequency range of our events. Table 6 .4: A summary of R 0 as derived from the FM model. The associated outputs from top-down modelling are also shown. The two entries in the Taltitude, which is the transition height, in the "New d′" section denote events that never transition to the linear regime. Therefore, the original definition for d' was used by default.
We compared the infrasonic masses from the best fit R 0 to the photometric masses ( Figure 6 .10(a)) and found a much better agreement (on average to within order of magnitude) than that resulting from the comparison between photometric and the infrasonic masses from R 0 using the original definition of distortion distance.
The mass from the FM model R 0 should not exceed the mass used as the model input;
however, the contrary can be observed (Figure 6.10(b) contributions from the particles/fragments falling off the main body may alter the blast radius ( Figure 6 .11) such that there is an over-prediction of the meteoroid mass. Therefore, in such instances, the blast radius, while a good measure of energy deposition by the meteoroid (R 0 ~ (dE/dL) 1/2 ), is not a reliable means of obtaining the meteoroid mass. Recall from section 6.1.2 that there are several crucial assumptions in the weak shock model: (i) the meteoroid is a spherically shaped single body, (ii) there is no fragmentation, and (iii) there is no significant deceleration and strong ablation. ReVelle (2010) suggested that R 0 from a fragmenting bolide may be as much as 5-20 times larger (depending on height) than a non-fragmenting blast radius. Our study shows that strong ablation is indeed an important effect, even for centimeter sized meteoroids. In fact, this contribution is up to a factor of 10 and on average a factor of 3. Therefore, use of the R 0 = Md m is not valid in most cases. The blast radius estimated from purely energy-based (optical) considerations appears to be more robust.
Having done bottom-up and top down analysis, and blast radius and mass comparisons, it is evident that without having some information about the source function (i.e.
measurements from video observations) the signal amplitude exhibits too much scatter to be utilized in empirical blast radius estimates. Although the dominant signal period may undergo variations due to competing processes of distortion and dispersion (ReVelle, 1974) , this study demonstrates that the dominant signal period is much closer to 'true' values of R 0 (e.g. Figures 6.5 and 6.6(a)).
In Figure 6 .12 we show best fit R 0 derived through the bottom-up modelling. For the centimeter-sized meteoroids we may estimate an empirical period-R 0 relation for the blast radius from these bottom-up values. We have divided the final fits into two distinct blast radius prediction populations: the short period (τ obs ≤ 0.7s) and the long period (τ obs > 0.7s) based on the source altitudes. The short period population, predicting R 0 ≤ 10 m, is confined to the shock source altitudes between 53 km and 95 km. The long period population, predicting R 0 > 10 m, is associated with the shock source altitudes extending above 85 km. For short period population, the bottom-up based blast radius can be estimated within 1.5 meters, and for long periods within ~5 m, although the number statistics for the latter is small. We suspect much of the uncertainty at larger periods reflects the greater role fragmentation may play for larger meteoroids. The overlap altitude (85 -95 km) between these two populations occurs at the mesopause and near the transitional slip-flow regime for meteoroids ~1 centimetre in diameter (CampbellBrown and Koschny, 2004) , suggesting that the weak shock model may not be correctly predicting R 0 in the free molecular flow regime.
For completeness, we also fitted the R 0 calculated from the FM model. Recall that the FM based R 0 is derived from the energy deposition determined by fitting optical measurements to the entry model. The FM based R 0 has much more scatter, thus resulting in the blast radius estimate uncertainty of up to 17 m.
The empirical relations for the blast radius derived from the bottom-up approach are:
R 0 = 15.4231 τ -0.5294 (τ obs ≤ 0.7s) (6.19a) R 0 = 29.14597 τ -11.5811 (τ obs > 0.7s) (6.19b)
Even though there are a number of simplifications and assumptions in the weak shock model, in its new modified form it offers a reasonable initial estimate for the blast radius as a function of observed signal period, and therefore energy deposition for small regional meteoroids, without making any assumptions about the fragmentation process.
Consequently, this methodology could be extended to high altitude explosive sources in the atmosphere. The applicability of the weak shock model can also be further investigated and extended to spherical shocks, especially if observational data can be used in a similar fashion as in this study. Figure 6 .12: Blast radius from best fit bottom-up modelling versus observed signal for (a) the short signal period (τ obs ≤ 0.7 s) and (b) the long signal period (τ obs > 0.7 s) populations. H s is the shock source height as derived from raytracing (Silber and Brown, 2014) .
Conclusions
In this paper we extend the study of Silber and Brown (2014, in review) to critically investigate the analytic blast wave model of the nonlinear disturbance initiated by an explosive line source as an analog for a meteor shock as developed by ReVelle (1974) .
We applied the updated ReVelle (1974) model to 24 of the best constrained simultaneously optical and infrasound detected regional meteors to critically examine the weak shock model. Here we summarize our main conclusions:
i. We analyzed the weak shock model behavior using a synthetic meteor, and performed the sensitivity analysis on a set of meteor events from our data set to examine the effect of the winds, perturbed wind fields due to gravity waves, and Doppler shift. The overall effect of these factors on the initial value of the blast radius is relatively small (<10%) for regional meteor events.
ii. We performed bottom-up modelling using the ReVelle (1974; 1976) approach to determine the blast radius required to predict both the signal amplitude and period at the ground such that it matches that observed by the receiver within uncertainty. While the period-based R 0 appears to have realistic values, the amplitude-based R 0 exhibits large systematic deviations in the linear and weak shock regimes, as well as large deviations when compared to the period-based blast radius. The amplitude-based R 0 estimate severely under-predicts the observed amplitude in the linear regime, and overestimates it in the weak shock regime.
iii. Drawing upon the results from (ii), we varied the distortion distance to examine its effect on the weak shock to linear transition altitude. We empirically established that to match the observed amplitude of the meteor infrasound at the ground within the context of the ReVelle (1974) model, the distortion distance for our dataset must always be less than six percent, contrary to the proposed fixed 10 percent (Towne, 1967) . The choice of definition of the distortion distance has a strong effect on the predicted linear amplitude. We established the 'best fit' linear regime R 0 which matched both amplitude and period within their respective measurement uncertainties. No one definition of modified distortion distance worked for all events, but we found acceptable fits when the distortion distance was assumed to be of an order half or less than the original ReVelle (1974) adopted value.
iv. We applied the FM entry model (Ceplecha and ReVelle, 2005) to photometric data as measured from video observations of meteor events to independently calculate the blast radius using the fundamental definition for R 0 in terms of energy deposition per path length derived from the FM model. This blast radius was used as an input for top-down modelling to determine the predicted signal amplitude and period in both weak shock and linear regimes. Both the predicted period and amplitude as obtained from the best fit R 0 are nearly 1:1. This validates the basic definition of blast radius and its fundamental linkage to energy deposition during the hypervelocity meteor entry.
v. The infrasonic mass estimate is systematically larger than the mass estimated from FM modeling and is not a reliable predictor of the true meteoroid mass using any set of assumptions which we interpret as being mainly due to the ubiquitous presence of fragmentation during ablation of centimeter-sized meteoroids. The fragmentation tends to artificially increase the equivalent single-body mass, making infrasonically determined mass less reliable for larger events.
vi. We derived new empirical relations which link the observed dominant signal period to the meteoroid blast radius: R 0 = 15.4231 τ -0.5294 (τ obs ≤ 0.7s) and R 0 = 29.14597 τ -11.5811 (τ obs > 0.7s). The blast radius can be estimated to within 15 percent.
Even though the premise of the ReVelle (1974) weak shock model is to require some knowledge about the source a priori to be able to predict the signal amplitude and the period at receiver located at the ground, we have obtained an empirical relation which can be used to estimate the source blast radius for centimeter-sized bright fireballs, regardless of the meteoroid's velocity, entry angle and other parameters which are generally difficult to determine without video observations. In conclusion, the weak shock model of meteor infrasound production (ReVelle, 1974) in its analytical form offers a good first order estimate in determining the blast radius and therefore energy deposition by small meteoroids, particularly if period alone is used or if no fragmentation is present.
